ITALIAN ESSENTIAL AGREEMENT

In the Italian sessions, the children are immersed in a bilingual program. The Italian classroom displays Italian posters/charts, alphabet, photos, artefacts, in which the children independently refer to and use to communicate. As well as the Italian culture, the children are taught to be open minded and respectful of the many cultures from around the world. When completing oral and written tasks in the Italian classes, the children are encouraged to approach their work as inquirers, risk takers and thinkers.

WE SHOW **INDIPENDENZA** BY BEING “ON THE BALL” ALL THE TIME DURING ITALIAN CLASSES.

WE WILL SHOW **INDIPENDENZA** BY INDEPENDENTLY LEARNING ITALIAN IN OUR SPARE TIME WITHOUT BEING ASKED.

WE CAN SHOW THAT WE ALL HAVE **ENTUSIASMO** BY
HAVING A GOOD ATTITUDE TOWARDS WORK.

WE SHOW **ENTUSIASMO** BY BEING EXCITED ABOUT LEARNING ITALIAN AND NEW WORDS.

IN ITALIAN WE WILL SHOW **ENTUSIASMO** BY BEING HAPPY TO SHARE OUR IDEAS.

WE WILL SHOW **CURIOSITÀ** BY LEARNING ABOUT OTHER CULTURES AND THEIR LANGUAGE, NOT JUST ITALIAN.

WE WILL SHOW **CURIOSITÀ** BY SHOWING INTEREST AND FURTHER RESEARCH.
WE WILL SHOW CURIOSITA` IN OUR ITALIAN LEARNING BY WANTING TO LEARN MORE ABOUT ITALY, ITS PEOPLE AND THEIR CULTURE.

WE WILL SHOW CURIOSITA` BY GOING DEEPER INTO ITALIAN CULTURE.

WE WILL SHOW CO-OPERAZIONE BY PUTTING OUR IDEAS TOGETHER IN A GROUP SITUATION.

WE WILL SHOW COOPERAZIONE BECAUSE WE CAN WORK BETTER
WHEN WORKING WITH DIFFERENT PEOPLE.

WE WILL SHOW COOPERAZIONE BY WORKING HARD TO AGREE WITH MY GROUP.

WE WILL SHOW RISPETTO BY LISTENING TO OTHERS’ OPINIONS, IDEAS AND BY NOT TALKING OVER PEOPLE.

WE SHOW RISPETTO BY SHOWING THE HIGHEST AMOUNT OF RISPETTO TO OUR ITALIAN TEACHER, AS WELL AS OUR CLASSROOM TEACHER.
WE WILL SHOW **RISPETTO** TOWARDS THE ITALIAN RESOURCES BY CARING FOR THEM AND LOOKING AFTER THEM.

WE WILL SHOW **RISPETTO** TOWARDS TEACHERS AND OUR PEERS.

WE SHOW **CREATIVITA`** BY ACCEPTING AND USING ANOTHER LANGUAGE AND CULTURE INTO OUR LIVES.
WE WILL SHOW CREATIVITA` WHEN WE THINK OF NEW IDEAS.

WE SHOW APPREZZAMENTO BY LEARNING A SECOND LANGUAGE.

WE WILL SHOW CONFIDENZA IN OUR ITALIAN LEARNING BY TALKING TO OTHER PEOPLE IN ITALIAN AND TRYING OUT THE DIFFERENT PRONUNCIATIONS.

IN ITALIAN SESSIONS WE WILL SHOW CONFIDENZA BY SPEAKING LOUD SO THE CLASS CAN HEAR.
WE WILL SHOW **INTEGRITA`** IN OUR LEARNING BY LISTENING TO OTHER PEOPLES’ OPINIONS AND BEING HONEST WITH WHAT YOU THINK OF IT.

WE SHOW **INTEGRITA`** BY TELLING THE TRUTH TO OUR TEACHERS AND APOLOGISING.

WE WILL SHOW **TOLERANZA** BY ACCEPTING OTHER PEOPLES’ OPINIONS AND ALSO ACCEPTING DIFFERENT STYLES OF LEARNING.
WE WILL SHOW **IMPEGNO** BY ALWAYS TRYING TO FINISH THE WORK WE START.

WE WILL SHOW **IMPEGNO** BY USING OUR KNOWLEDGE TO PERSUE ANSWERS WHEN COMPLETING TASKS.

WE WILL SHOW **IMMEDESIMAZONE** BY HELPING OTHERS WITHOUT BEING TOLD.